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14. The dream of Iretirou    Egypt 

15. Lotta the viking     Scandinavie 

16. Sine and Saloum     Senegal 

17. Liang and the dragon    China 

18. The prince of leaves    Germany

19. Vassilia and the russian dolls   Russia 

20. Smarty Pepin     Spain *

21. The cedar and the dove   Lebanon 

22. The guardian of the hidden treasure  Mexico 

23. The totem of the Grizzly    Canada

24. The master of eagles   Mongolia/Kazakhstan 

25. Tupaï and the secret of the pearl  Polynesia 

26. The last giant     Patagonia

1. The emperor and the nightingale China*

2.  Aada the Snowchild   Lapland

3.  The long journey of Kumakoue  Africa

4.  The water of the Earth   Oceania*

5.  The three feathers    India

6.  The monkey and the jellyfish  Japan*

7. The king of flowers    Australia*

8.  Rain of stars     Native american*

9. The grain of rice    Vietnam*

10.  The jackal and the sun   Morocco*

11.  The swans of the Sea   Irland*

12.  Heart of whale    Inuit*

13.  The legend of Curupira   Brazil*

* Adaptations Many original tales were created for this new season (only one 
is an adaptation). 

season 1 season 2
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season 1

The emperor and 
the nightingale

- China -

Aada the 
snowchild

- Lapland -

The long journey of 
Kumakoué

- South Africa -

The water of 
the earth

- Oceania -

The three 
feathers
- India -

The monkey and 
the jellyfish

- Japan -

The king of 
flowers

- Australia -

Rain of stars
- Northern 
America -

The grain of 
rice

- Vietnam -

The jackal 
and the sun
- Morocco-

The swans 
of the sea
- Ireland-

Heart of 
whale

- Inuit -

The legend of 
the Curupira

- Brazil -
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season 2

Tupaï and the secret
of the pearl
- Polynesia -

The master of eagles
- Mongolia / Kazakhstan -

The last giant
- Patagonia -

The totem of the 
Grizzly

- Canada -

The guardian of the 
hidden treasure 

- Mexico -

The cedar 
and the dove
- Lebanon -

Smarty Pepin
- Spain -

Vassilia and the russian dolls
- Russia -

The prince of leaves
- Germany - Liang and the 

dragon
- China -

Sine and Saloum
- Senegal-

Lotta the Viking
- Scandinavia -

The dream of Iretirou
- Egypt -
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Synopsis 
&  graphic bible
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the dream of Iretirou - egypt
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‘

iretirou

the dream of Iretirou - egypt

Iretirou lives by the Nile, near the pyramids. Her father makes 
beautiful papyrus that she carries every day to the scribes school 
in the Pharaoh’s palace. 

Fascinated by the hieroglyphics patterns on the precious rolls, 
Iretirou has a secret dream of becoming a scribe too. But only 
men are allowed to... 

When the Pharaoh’s favorite rosebush mysteriously stops blooming, 
a reward is offered to the one who can cure it. Iretirou knows that 
she must take her chance ! 
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Lotta, daughter of the chief Thorvald, lives by the 
ocean in a quiet bay. 

Dreaming of adventures and great 
discoveries, she slips secretly into 
her father’s longship to go on an 
expedition. 

But the weather turns bad, the boat 
gets lost  and in the dark waters, 
the Kraken awaits its preys ... 

Fortunately Lotta took her magic 
stone ! 

The little viking does not know it 
yet, but after this trip the Vikings will 
never get lost at sea again... Thanks 
to her.

 Lotta the  Viking
scandinavia
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liang and the dragon

china

Liang lives near the Chinese Wall. Every night he 
sees the sun disappear behind the great shadow 
to the west and wonders what’s on the other side. 

His old grandmother, who knows a story for 
everything, told him that a huge dragon lies 
there and that he swallows the sun each 
evening to let him rise again the next day ... 

Impossible, says Liang, dragons do not 
exist ! 

But there is nothing greater than the 
curiosity of a child... except maybe a 
dragon ? 

Liang must make it clear !
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lorelei

the prince of leaves
germany

In the Black Forest, by a full moon night ... 

A shadow slips at the foot of a large oak tree and files 

a basket between its roots. 

In the basket, a sleeping baby ... Hidden in the 

foliage, an elf listens carefully ...
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Sachka

the master of eagles
mongolia / kazakhstan

Saschka is a Kazakh boy. 

From a proud tribe of nomadic horsemen 

who planted their yurts at the foot of majestic 

mountains, he dreams to tame a golden eagle 

and hunt with him one day, like his father and 

his father’s father. 

When he comes across a wounded eagle, 

he keeps it and tries to heal it. A wing hangs 

miserably, his father is formal : the bird will 

never be good for anything except to waddle 

awkwardly in the village and be the laughing 

stock of the families of hunters. 

But Saschka persists because it sees much more 

than that in the eyes of the bird ...
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the totem of the grizzly

canada

The Algonquin Indians are worried. 

The land is so deeply asleep in the snow of 

the great winter that spring will not come. 

Prey is scarce, fishing is difficult in frozen 

lakes and food reserves are shrinking in 

the wigwams ... What to do ? 

The elders say we should go in 

search of a legendary bear, the 

oldest grizzly of the forest. 

They say its power is so great that it 

can change the seasons ... 

The young Isha Bear Paw embarks 

on his trail ...
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smarty pepin 
spain

Pepin is very small, so small that his parents are afraid of what could happen 

to him if he leaves the house. 

But how to know what one is worth without facing any obstacle? So his 

parents agree to let him out and he goes with his ladybug friend... 

The world is vast and dangerous for such a small person but with intelligence 

and common sense, Pepin will manage to get what he wants ! 

Even the great wild bull will be tamed by 

Pepin !
the cedar and the dove

lebanon

A huge 3000 years old cedar, on the border of two 

kingdoms ... The sultans used to meet under its soothing 

shade to talk quietly. 

However, one day, they get angry for a trifle. Suspicion 

settles and the old cedar, who knows the heart of men, 

fears for peace. Can a  tree avoid a war ? 

Yes : if helped by a dove, it will speak the voice of 

reason and bring the two sultans wisdom by teaching 

them that difference is source of great wealth...
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Vassilia and the 
russian dolls 

 russia 

Vassilia has no father nor mother. 

She lives in poverty, working hard 

without losing her kindness. 

One day, to thank for helping 

her, an old hunchback gives her 

a piece of wood and says these 

words : 

«Knock three times on the small 

wood and Mamouschka will 

appear ...» 

With Mamouschka, the magical 

doll, the life of Vassilia will never 

be the same, especially since a 

Russian doll often hides another 

... and another ... and another!
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At the heart of Yucatan, in Maya country. 

In a hidden cenote lives a mysterious creature, 

treasure guardian of an ancient lost civilization. 

In the darkness he eagerly awaits the passage of the sun whose 

rays can reach the depths of his cave only once a year. 

This day is approaching and this time the creature is determined 

to do everything to keep this light that warms and allows him to 

enjoy his treasures ... But can man capture the sun? And even 

more keep it? 

The guardian 

of the hidden treasure 
MexiCO
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the last giant 

patagonia

Many enchanted creatures have peopled our world before us... 

A long time ago, and even longer than that, the last of the planet 

stone giants had made its home at the end of the world, in 

Patagonia. 

He was so tall that he used the nearby volcano as a pot to prepare 

his stone soup ... which really was not of the taste of a hermit 

who lived in a cave in a nearby glacier with his companion, a 

Magellanic penguin. 

Everytime it would boil, the volcano would erupt, 

destroying everything in the path of the lava, warming 

the atmosphere ... and melting the glacier ... 

Until one day, the hermit decided he’d 

had enough and decided to 

take extreme measures 

to have peace !

Sine and Saloum 

senegal

Sine and Saloum live in two villages, separated by 

a river. All the villagers stay on their shore, ignoring 

the other. 

That is the way it has always been. Despite this, the 

two children have learned to know each other 

and have become so inseparable that they do 

not intend to live one without the other. 

A great anger rises in the two villages when their 

secret is discovered : they broke the tradition. Yet 

although their families clash, the link between Sine 

and Saloum is so strong that they will find a way 

to be together forever through the water goddess 

Mami Wata. 

From their history will be born the Sine Saloum delta, 

inexhaustible source of life and peace lesson for 

both villages ...
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Tupai and the secret of the pearl 
Polynesia

Tupaï is a young Polynesian girl who enjoys a peaceful existence in the 

hollow of an atoll with transparent water. 

Tireless swimmer, she dives very often with her great friend Honu, a wise 

and clever giant turtle. Together they never tire of exploring the seabed 

where Tupaï discovers seashells and fish with beautiful colors while Honu 

delights in corals. 

One day one of these shells irresistibly draws Tupaï’s attention : an 

somptuous oyster, strangely opened on the most beautiful pearl that 

Tupai has ever seen. Fascinated, she tries to take it... but a strange 

phenomenon occurs ...
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